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Abstract—Dominance measuring methods are an approach for 
dealing with complex decision-making problems with imprecise 
information within multi-attribute value/utility theory. These 
methods are based on the computation of pairwise dominance 
values and exploit the information in the dominance matrix in 
different ways to derive measures of dominance intensity and 
rank the alternatives under consideration. In this paper we review 
dominance measuring methods proposed in the literature for 
dealing with imprecise information (intervals, ordinal information 
or fuzzy numbers) about decision-makers’ preferences and their 
performance in comparison with other existing approaches, like 
SMAA and SMAA-II or Sarabando and Dias’ method. 

I . INTRODUCTION 

The additive model is widely used within multi-attribute 
value/utility theory ( M A V T / M A U T ) to rank alternatives in 
complex decision-making problems. It is considered a valid 
approach in many practical situations for the reasons described 
in [16] and [22]. 

I f we consider a decision-making problem with m alter
natives {Ai,..., Am} and n attributes {Xi, ...,Xn}, then the 
functional form of the additive model is 

v(Ai) = 2,wjvj(xij), 

where Xij is the performance over attribute Xj for alternative 
Ai, and Vj and w„ are the value function and the weight for 

^n ^ 
attribute Xj, respectively. Note that j=iwj = 1 and wj > 0. 

However, the information available in most real complex 
decision-making problems is not precise. Inputs are often 
described within prescribed bounds or as just satisfying certain 
relations. Different authors refer to this situation as decision
making with imprecise information, incomplete information or 
partial information ([17], [18]). 

Several reasons are given in the literature that justify 
why a decision-maker (DM) may wish to provide imprecise 
information ([20], [25]). For example, a D M might prefer 
not to reveal his/her preferences in public or could feel more 
comfortable providing a scale to represent attribute importance, 
or might also have different more or less reliable sources of 
information. 

Many papers on MAVT/MAUT have dealt with impre
cise information. Sarabando and Dias [21] provided a brief 
overview of approaches proposed by different authors within 
the MAVT/MAUT framework to deal with imprecise informa
tion. 

One option described in the literature for dealing with 
imprecision is based on the concepts of pairwise and absolute 
dominance. 

The use of absolute dominance values is exemplified by 
the modification of four classical decision rules to encompass 
an imprecise decision context concerning weights and compo
nent values/utilities ([15], [19]): the maximax or optimist, the 
maximin or pessimist, the minimax regret and the central value 
rules. 

A recent approach for dealing with imprecise information 
is to compute different measures of dominance to derive a 
ranking of alternatives ([2], [3], [4], [6], [11], [13]). They are 
known as dominance measuring methods (DMMs). DMMs are 
based on the computation of a dominance matrix, D, including 
pairwise dominance values, which are exploited in different 
ways to derive measures of dominance to rank the alternatives 
under consideration. 

Dominance matrix, D, can be defined as follows: 
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(1) 
where W and VM define the feasible region for weights and 
values associated with the alternatives Ak and A\ over each 
attribute, respectively. They represent imprecise information. 

Note that given two alternatives Ak and Ai, alternative Ak 
dominates A\ i f Df-i > 0, and there exists at least one w, 
Vfc and v; such that the overall value of Ak is strictly greater 



than that of A\. This concept of dominance is called pairwise 
dominance. 

Imprecision on D M preferences could be represented by 
intervals. Then, the constraint set would be 

wf < wj < w7>i = ij •••) nj 
VZ < Vkj < vj:-,j = 1, . . . ,n, 

< Wy < Vj^,j = 1,..., n. 

I f we consider ordinal information about weights, then the 
D M would provide an attribute importance ranking, arranged 
in descending order from the most to the least important 
attribute: 

w <E W = {w = (u>i,..., wn)\wi >w<2 > ... > wn > 0} , 

n 
and ^2 Wi = 1. 

J = I 

Ordinal information about the component values/utilities of 
the alternatives could also be considered ([20], [3]), i.e., the 
D M provides a ranking of the alternatives in each attribute. 
Moreover, rankings of the difference between the values of 
consecutive alternatives could be also taken into account for 
each attribute. For instance, the D M might consider A3 to be 
the best of five alternatives for attribute X , , followed by As, 
A4, A-i and A\ (VJ(XSJ) > VJ(XSJ) > Vj{x±j) > Vjix^f) > 
Vj(xij)). Alternatively, the differences between consecutive 
alternatives might be ranked Aj2 > A j i > Aj4 > Aj3, 
with Aj2 = VJ(XSJ) — Vj(x4j), A j i = VJ(XSJ) — VJ(XSJ), 
Aj4 = Vj{x2j) — Vj(xij) and Aj3 = VJ{X±J) — Vj{xij), as 
illustrated in Fig. 1. 

Trapezoidal or triangular fuzzy numbers could also be used 
to represent the imprecision or vagueness of DMs’ preferences. 
Then, fuzzy optimization problems would have to be solved to 
derive the dominance matrix, whose elements would be fuzzy 
numbers as well. 

In Section 2, we give an overview of the DMMs proposed 
in the literature to deal with the three ways to account for 
imprecision described above. Finally, some conclusions are 
provided in Section 3. 

I I . D O M I N A N C E M E A S U R I N G M E T H O D S : A R E V I E W 

DMMs are based on the computation of a dominance 
matrix, D, including pairwise dominance values, which are 
exploited in different ways to derive measures of dominance 
to rank the alternatives under consideration. 

The optimization problems to be solved to derive pair-
wise dominance values are different depending on how the 
imprecision concerning D M preferences is represented. Linear 
programming can be applied for intervals and ordinal informa
tion, whereas a fuzzy optimization problem is solved for fuzzy 
numbers. In this case, the elements in the dominance matrix 
are fuzzy numbers, too. 

A. Intervals or ordinal information 

The first DMM was proposed by Ahn and Park [4]. It was 
applicable when the imprecision concerning the D M prefer
ences was represented by both intervals or ordinal information. 

Fig. 1. Ranking of alternatives and differences between consecutive alterna
tives for the attribute X j . 

Ahn and Park compute a dominating measure 4>\ = 
m m 

Y^, Dkj and a dominated measure 4>^ = Yl Djk 

for each alternative A]., and then derive a net dominance as 

Ahn and Park proposed two ranking methods for these 
measures: ranking the alternatives according to either </>£ or </>& 
values (denoted as the AP1 and AP2 methods, respectively). 

Two new DMMs were proposed in [9] and [11]. The first 
one, DIM1, was based on the same idea as implemented by 
Ahn and Park. It also computed dominating and dominated 
measures but they were combined into a dominance intensity 
rather than a net dominance index, which was used as a 
measure of the strength of preference. 

DIM1 was implemented as follows: 

1) Compute dominating indices for each alternative A^: 

DR 

DR 

7 DM, 
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2) Compute the dominating intensity DFk
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3) Compute dominated indices for each alternative A^: 
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4) Compute the dominated intensity DIk
co l for each 

alternative A k : 

DR 
col D I k + 

mi DIcol 

5) Calculate a global dominance intensity (GDI) for 
each alternative Ak, i.e. GDI], = DIrk

ow — 
DI%°1, k = 1 , . . . , m, and rank the alternatives accord
ing to them. 

DIM1 improves AP2 by reducing the duplicate information 
involved in the computations. 

The second method, DIM2, derives a global dominance 
intensity index to rank alternatives on the basis that 

Dkl < w (vfc — v i ) < —Dlki^W € W, Vfc, V; € Vfc(. 

DIM2 was implemented as follows: 

1) If -Dfci > 0, then alternative Ak dominates Ai, and 
the dominance intensity of A/, over A\ (DIki) is 1, 
i.e., DIki = 1. 
Else (_Dfci < 0): 

I f Dik > 0, then alternative A\ dominates 
Ak, and DIki = 0. 
Else (Dik < 0), -D/fci = p _"^ . 

2) Calculate a global dominance intensity (GDI) for 
m 

each alternative A^, i.e. GDIk = 2~2 DIki, and 
i=i, i^k 

rank the alternatives according to them. 

Simulation studies were carried out in [11] to compare 
DIM1 and DIM2 methods with other existing approaches (the 
above modification of four classical decision rules, SMAA [7], 
SMAA-2 [8] and the AP1 and AP2 methods) when the impre
cision concerning the inputs represented by value intervals. 

We use two measures of efficacy, the hit ratio and the rank-
order correlation ([4],[5]). The hit ratio is the proportion of all 
cases in which the method selects the same best alternative 
as in the TRUE ranking. Rank-order correlation represents 
how similar the overall alternative ranking structures are in the 
TRUE ranking and in the ranking derived from the method. It 
is calculated using Kendall’s T ([26]): 

T — J_ 
2 x (number of pairwise preference violations) 

total number of pair preferences 

S 

m(m — l ) /2 

where S is the difference between the number of concordant 
(ordered equally) and discordant (ordered differently) pairs and 
m is the total number of alternatives. 

The results of simulation studies showed that DIM2 per
forms better than the AP1 method and the adaptation of clas
sical decision rules. Although SMAA-2 slightly outperforms 
DIM2, DIM2 is applicable when incomplete information about 
weights is expressed not just as weight intervals but also 
as weights satisfying linear or non-linear constraints, weights 
represented by fuzzy numbers or weights fitting normal prob
ability distributions. 

The performance of DIM1 and DIM2 were also compared 
in [13] with other existing approaches (surrogate weighting 
methods, which select a weight vector from a set of admissible 
weights to represent the set [5], [24]; modified classical 
decision rules and the AP1 and AP2 methods) when ordinal 
information represents imprecision concerning weights. As 
regards average hit ratios, DIM2 and ROC outperform the other 
methods and, according to the paired-samples t-test, there is no 
significant difference between the two. However, ROC can be 
only applied when ordinal relations regarding attribute weights 
are provided. 

Note that ROC (rank-order centroid weights) is a surrogate 
weighting method in which w j = n

1 / j , j = 1, ..., n, n being 

the number of attributes. 
fc=i 

A new DMM, DIM3, was proposed in [10] and [12]. 
It was based on DIM2 and, specifically, on the fact that 
w T (vfc — V;) G [Dki, — Dik], Vw G W,Vfc,v; G Vki- DIM3 
incorporates the distance from the interval [Dki, —Dik] to 0 to 
derive a dominance intensity measure to rank the alternatives 
under consideration: 

1) I f Dki > 0, then alternative Ak dominates Ai, and 
the dominance intensity of Ak over Ai is DIki = 
d([Dki,-Dik],0). 
Else (DM < 0): 

If D^ > 0, then alternative Ai dominates 
Ak, and DIki = —d{[Dki, —Dik], 0). 
Else (Dik < 0), 

DIki = [ 
Dik D kl 

D Ik Dki D Ik Dki 
]x 

xd([Dki, —Dik], 0). 

2) Calculate a global dominance intensity (GDI) for 
m 

each alternative Ak, i.e. GDIk = 2~2 DIki, and 
1=1, l^k 

rank the alternatives according to them. 

New extensions of DIM2 and DIM3 were proposed in 
[2]. In the first extension, the dominance intensities derived 
in DIM2 and DIM3 are weighted according to the distance 
between the central weight vector (w°) and the weight vector 
(w*lk) associated with the optimal Dik, when solving the 
corresponding optimization problem. Note that in the case of 
interval weights the central weight vector is composed of the 
midpoints of the different weight intervals. 

The aim of these extensions is to attach more importance to 
weight vectors closer to the central weight vector. To do this, 
the DIM2 and DIM3 methods must be applied, and the derived 
dominance intensities are then weighted using the following 
expression: 

Dlt 
DIki 

d(w°,w*lk) 

The second extension is similar to the above in that weight 
vectors close to the central weight vector are given more 
importance. However, the weighting is now applied not to 
the dominance intensity values but to the pairwise dominance 



values in D. Then, DIM2 and DIM3 are applied as described 
before. 

More recently, the same idea was extended concerning im
precision in the DMs’ preferences regarding both weights and 
component values/utilities. Instead of computing the pairwise 
dominance values (Dk l), the method calculates: 

*^kl 

3 =1 

Ukj E 
3 =1 

[Wi ,Wl is the centroid or center of grav-
the polytope representing the weight space, and 

are the centroids or centers of gravity V ,v 

where 
ity of 

(VkliVllh—iVukni'uln 
of the polytopes in the n attributes delimited by the constraints 
accounting for alternatives A& and A[. Note that the centroid 
is considered as the most representative point that verifies the 
constraints delimiting the polytope. Moreover, Dki < Vki < 
—Dik. 

The centroid of the polytope associated with constraints on 
component values in attribute Xj for the alternatives A& and 
Ai is 

V ' — (1)j • 1)i •) — 

V- dv 
[Q,i]2 

/ 
[o,i] 

dv 

where V^1 is the set of constraints concerning component 
values in attribute Xj for alternatives A& and A[. Note that 
V^1 c Vj, which includes the constraints concerning compo
nent values in attribute Xj for all the alternatives. 

As it would be very simplistic to represent a constraint set 
as just a point, an interval centered on the central value is built 
as follows: 

where 1^ = v^t — rriki and 1^ = v^ + rriki, and 

mkl = Tnin-[( — Dik — Vkl)-> (Vkl ~ Dki)}-

Then the intervals Iki = [ 1 ^ , / ^ ] rather than [Dki, —Dik] 
are used to compute the dominance intensities in DIM3. 

In [3] the method is applied to deal with ordinal informa
tion in both weights and component values. The DM provides 
an attribute importance ranking. Besides, the method takes 
into account a ranking of the alternatives in each attribute and 
also a ranking of the difference of values between consecutive 
alternatives, as in Fig. 1. Rather than intervals, however, 
triangular fuzzy numbers are built: 

h ki \Ikhvkhhd) 

with the membership function (see Fig 2.) 

Uy (x) = 
J-ki 

x-

kl 

-U 
x-

1kl 

-IL 
kl 

JU 
1kl 

i f Ifci < x < Vfci 

if x = v kl 

i f vkl — X — Ikl 
otherwise. 

Then the dominance intensities are computed as follows: 

Fig. 2. Building I^i 

• If Vfci > 0, then DIki = d(Iki, 0, / ) , where d refers to 
Tran and Duckstein’s distance [23], and / is a weight 
function for differentiating risk-averse, risk-neutral or 
risk-prone DMs, as explained later. 

• Else (vfci < 0), DIki = — d(Ikij 0, / ) . 

We compute a dominance intensity measure for each al
ternative Ak, DIMk = YALI iz£k DIk, and rank alternatives 
according to DIM^ values. 

As mentioned above, the method is based on Tran and 
Duckstein’s distance between fuzzy numbers, using the gener
alization of the left and right fuzzy numbers (GLRFN), whose 
membership function is defined as 

L 

1 

R 

0 

a<i— x 
a2—ai 

x — as 
0.4—0.3 

if 

if 

Q>\ < X < (22 

a.2 < x < 03 

i f 03 < x < 04 

otherwise, 

where L and R are strictly decreasing functions defined in 
[0,1] and satisfying the conditions: 

L(x) = R(x) = 1 if x < 0 
L(x) = R(x) = 0 if x > 0. 

Tran and Duckstein’s distance can be expressed for the 
particular case of the distance from a triangular fuzzy number 
o = (o i , 02,03) to a constant (specifically 0) by: 

I f f(cx) = a, then 

o f o vJ / ) — 

I f f(cx) = 1, then 

o f o vJ / ) — 

If f(cx) = a2, then 

d2(a,0,/) 

On + ^02(OQ + Ol ) + 
1 ^ r, 

-77IY03 — an) + (a2 — Q>\ ) ] 18 
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Note that the function f(a), which serves as a weight 
function, is positive continuous in [0,1], the distance being 
computed as a weighted sum of distances between two inter
vals along all of the a-cuts from 0 to 1. 

Thanks to the presence of function / , D M participation is 
flexible. For example, when the D M is risk-neutral, f(a) = a 
is a reasonable?assumption. A risk-averse D M might want to 
attach more weight to information at a higher a level by using 
other functions, such as f(a) = a2 or a higher power of a. A 
constant (f(a) = 1), or even a decreasing / function, can be 
utilized for a risk-prone DM. Tran and Duckstein’s distance 
for the risk-prone and risk-averse D M can be found in [6]. 

The results of Monte Carlo simulation techniques demon
strate that the proposed method is clearly better than the dom
inance measuring methods described above. Its performance 
is very similar to the method proposed by Sarabando and 
Dias [21], which was likewise developed to deal with ordinal 
information about DMs’ preferences. The paired-samples t-test 
showed that there was no significant difference between the 
two for a neutral, risk-prone and risk-averse DM. Sarabando 
and Dias’ method is less computationally demanding, but is 
only applicable in the discussed imprecise decision-making 
situation. 

B. Fuzzy numbers 

In [6] a DMM was proposed accounting for weights 
described by means of trapezoidal fuzzy numbers. The method 
was based on fuzzy pairwise dominances and on Tran 
and Duckstein’s distance between fuzzy numbers, using the 
GLRFN. Trapezoidal fuzzy numbers are a special case of 
GLRFN with L{x) = R(x) = 1 — x. 

Note that for the particular case of the distance of a 
trapezoidal fuzzy number a = (01,02,03,04) to a constant 
(specifically 0), Tran and Duckstein’s distance is: 

<P(a,0,f) 02 + ^3 
2 

\_ I 02+03 
3 2 [(04 — 03) — (0,2 — ai)] 

9 V 2 [(04 — 03) + (0,2 — ai)] 

+ (04 — 03) + (02 — a\) 

(02 — a i ) (04 — 03)], 

when / ( a ) = a, i.e. for a risk-neutral DM. 

First, fuzzy optimization problems have to be solved to 
derive the dominance matrix, D, whose elements are trape
zoidal fuzzy numbers. The objective function in (1) can now 
be represented by 

min Zkij = v,j(xkj) — Uj(xij) 

s.t. 
x 

x 

< Xkj < xj!p j = 1 , . . ., n 
< xij < xYp j = 1 , . . ., n 

hi v 

uj(xkj) < uj(xkj) < W^ (Xkj),j = 1, • • •, n 
if uj{xij) ^ uj{xij) ^ uj (xij)i j = 1, • • • ,n. 

(2) 

The optimal solution of problem (2) can be determined very 
simply for certain types of utility functions [14]. Specifically, i f 
the utility function is monotonically increasing or decreasing, 
then z*kl • = Uj(x^-) — w^(x^) or z*kl • =

 ruFAx\-) — u,(x\-), 
respectively. 

Next, the strength of dominance of alternative A^ is 
computed by adding the trapezoidal fuzzy numbers in the fcth 
row of D, 

m 
dk = (dki, dk2, dk3, dki) = 5^ Dki = 

( 17 

1 =1, 1 =1,l^k 1 =1,l^k 1 =1,l^k 

Finally, a dominance intensity, DIj., for each alternative 
A/, is computed as the proportion of the positive part of the 
fuzzy number d/. by the distance of the fuzzy number to 
zero. Specifically, the dominance intensity for alternative Aj~ 
is computed according to the location of dk as follows: 

1) I f all of dk is located to the left of zero, then DIk is 
minus the distance of dk to zero, because there is no 
positive part in dk. 

2) I f all of dk is located to the right of zero, then DIk is 
the distance of dk to zero, because there is no negative 
part in dk. 

3) I f dk includes the zero in its base, then the fuzzy 
number wil l have a part on the right of zero (dk) 
and another part on the left of zero (dk), see e.g. Fig 
3. _ 
DI k is the proportion that represents dk with respect 
to dk by the distance of dk to zero less the proportion 
that represents d k with respect to d k by the distance 
of dk to zero. 

Monte Carlo simulation techniques proved that the method 
performs well for different imprecision levels, the hit ratio and 
Kendall’s correlation values being higher than 84% and 80%, 
respectively, in the worst case (20% imprecision). As expected, 
the results were better than for similar studies accounting 
for weight intervals, but not as good as when triangular 
rather than trapezoidal fuzzy weights are used, since triangular 
fuzzy weights provide more meaningful information about the 
weights. 

Dkl = z2 wjzkli = Xy \wjli wj2: wj3: wj4)zkli 

= (-D/wi, Dki2,Dki3, Dkn), 

where z*kl- is the optimum value of the following optimization 
problem: 

I I I . CONCLUSION 

Dominance measuring methods (DMMs) have been shown 
to be a valid approach for dealing with complex decision-
making problems with imprecise information within multi-
attribute value/utility theory. DMMs are based on the computa
tion of pairwise dominance values and exploit the information 

î  



Fig. 3. Example of location of d^ 

in the dominance matrix in different ways to derive measures 
of dominance intensity and rank the alternatives under consid
eration. 

Different DMMs for dealing with imprecise information 
about decision-maker preferences represented in different 
ways, like intervals, ordinal information, normal distributions 
or fuzzy numbers can be found in the literature. 

The performance of these methods has been compared with 
other existing approaches, like surrogate weighting methods, 
adapted classical decision rules, SMAA and SMAA-2 methods 
or Sarabando and Dias’ method. To do this, two efficiency 
measures, the hit ratio and the rank-order correlation, have 
been taken into account. 

The results of the applied Monte Carlo simulation tech
niques demonstrate that DMM and ROC outperform the other 
methods when ordinal information represents imprecision con
cerning weights and that there is no significant difference 
between the two. However, ROC can be only applied when 
ordinal relations regarding attribute weights are provided. 

DIM2 performs better than the AP1 method and the adapta
tion of classical decision rules when weight intervals are con
sidered. Although SMAA-2 slightly outperforms DIM2, DIM2 
is applicable when incomplete information about weights is 
expressed not just as weight intervals but also as weights 
satisfying linear or non-linear constraints, weights represented 
by fuzzy numbers or weights fitting normal probability distri
butions. 

Besides, there is no significant difference between the 
corresponding DMM and the method proposed by Sarabando 
and Dias for a neutral, risk-prone and risk-averse D M when 
dealing with ordinal information in both weights and compo
nent values. 

Finally, Monte Carlo simulation techniques also proved that 
the DMM performs well for different imprecision levels when 
weights are described by means of trapezoidal fuzzy numbers, 
again for a neutral, risk-prone and risk-averse D M . 
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